
Local connection criteria

Contact us for more information

 Telephone:  0800 027 9801
 Email: newhomes@livewest.co.uk

Development Name
Location
Where affordable homes are part of a new build development of properties the Local Connection Criteria is determined during the
planning process and is applicable to people wanting to purchase a new home on that development.

Allocation Allocation of the affordable dwellings for those who we consider are in housing need and unable to afford other
accommodation in the locality suitable to their and their households needs and who meet the Local Connection
requirement.

Local Connection Insert LC information from s106 to include qualifying areas, what criteria must be met and their timescales

*This information has been taken from the Section 106 Agreement which is a planning agreement
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	Text Field 5: Allocation of the affordable dwellings for those who we consider are in housing need and unable to afford other accommodation in the locality suitable to their and their households needs and who meet the Local Connection requirement.
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